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(A-Nano Science & TechnologY)

Time : 3 Hoursl

Instructions : (1) All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks.

(2) The symbols have their usual meanings.

l. (a) What are Nano materials ? Give the classification of nano materials and describe

how the quantum confinement results a blue shift on band gap in nano materials'

OR

Describe the effect of reducing the size from bulk to nano dimension on the

electrical property of materials.

(b) Explain the Drude model for free electron gas and discuss the phenomenon of
Surface Plasma Resonance. (SPR).

OR

What are ferromagnetic materials ? Name the different magnetic nano materials.

Describe the construction of a spin valve using a neat schematic diagram.

(a) Name the different physical methods used in the synthesis of nano materials'

Using a neat schematic diagram, explain Physics Vapour Deposition (PVD)

technique to synthesize nano materials.

OR

What are sols and gels ? Describe Sol-gel method for the synthesis of nano

materials.

(b) Explain the growth mechanism of nano particles using La-Mer diagram.

OR

Give the advantages of chemical methods used for the synthesis of nano

materials. Describe the synthesis of metallic nano particles through the colloidal

route.

2.
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J. (a) What are carbon nano tubes ? Describe in brief about the formation of carbon

nano tubes. State their important properties.

OR

Enlist the carboneous nano materials of different diniensions. Describe the

electric arc discharge method to synthesize carbon nano tubes

(b) Write a detailed note on the structure of fullerenes. 7

OR

Describe the importance of Nano technology in the field of electronics and

medicines.

(a) What is meant for the characteization of nano materials ? Name the generally

used techniques to characterize the nano materials. Discuss the microscopic

char acteization technique in detail.

OR

What is an X-ray diffraction ? Discuss the various aspects of Bragg's condition

for X-ray diffraction. Derive Scherrer equation to determine the size of nano

particles based on diffraction phenomenon.

(b) Compare an electron microscopic technique with an optical microscopy.

What would be the broadening of diffraction peak caused by ZnS nano particle of
15 nm size when the monochromatic X-rays of 1.542 .A. wavelength are scattered

at the Bragg angle of 14.5o ?

5. Answer the following questions in short : 14

(1) What is a nano meter scale ?

(2) What do you mean by a band gap of semiconducting nano materials ?

(3) What do you mean by a technique called EDAX ?

(4) What is a chiral vector in a carbon nano tube ?

(5) Name the crystal system result in the formation of fullerenes.
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(6) What is spintronics ?

(7) Name the two synthetic methods employed in top down and bottom up approach

each.

(8) State Curie law for paramagnetic substances.

(9) Define magnetoresistance for magnetic materials

(10) What are super paramagnetic particles ?

(11) What are antiferromagnetic materials ?

(12) How can you observe structural properties of nano particles ?

(13) What is the cathodoluminescence ?

(14) If anX-ray of I.542A*ayelengthisincidentonastructurecontainingcarbon,
nitrogen and oxygen atoms at the same incident angle O, which of these atoms

will have large atomic scattering factor ?

P.T.O. 
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(B-Object Oriented Programming in C++;
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l. (a) Explain advantages of object oriented programming c++. .. 7

(b) Write a program to add first l0 natural numbers in C+r. 7

OR

(a) Write the all user defined data types of C++.

(b) Write a program to find average of any five numbers.

2. (a) Explain the friend function with suitable example.

(b) write a program to.input any number and calculate its factorial.

(a) Explain various types of Constructors in C++.

(b) Write a program for suitable class with data members and member functions.

3. (a) Explain importance of Destructors in C++.

(b) write a progftlm to add any five number and calculat" uuoug".

.oR
(a) Write the concept of Operator Overloading,

(b) Write a program for Arithmetic Operator (+) overloading to add currency
rupees and paise.
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4. (a) Explain the Exception Handling in C++.
(b) Writ., n,^nr^* a^ r:(b) write a program to dispray string in triangre,.HARD*ARE".

OR

(a) Explain the file handling in C++.

O) Write a progftlm for function overloading, function volume 0, differentarguments with same function name.

5. euiz:

(l ) Single line rernark statem rent represent by characters.
(Z) identifier is used for character value.

(3) Default extension of C++ program is

(4) identifier is used for Boolean;
(5) operatoriscalledscoperesolutionoperator.

(6) Cout object from header file.

7
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(C- Consumer Electronics)

Time: 3 Hoursl

Instructions : (1) AII questions are compulsory and carry equal marks.

(2) Symbols used here have their usual meanings.

(3) Figures at right hand side denote marks.

[Max. Marks : 70

201. Answer any two of the following :

(a) What is microphone ? Explain moving coil microphone in detail.

(b) What is piezoelectric effect ? Discuss working principle, construction,

advantages, disadvantages and applications of crystal microphone.

(c) Define following features of loudspeaker :

(1) Sensitivity (2) Frequency Response (3) Signal to Noise ratio (4) Distortion

(5) Directivity

(d) What are woofers and tweeters ? What is the difference between them ? Draw a

cross-over circuit and explain its working.

2. enr*", any two of the following 20

(a) Why scanning is required ? Discuss horizontal scanning in detail.

O) Write a note on Monochrome (black and white) picture tube.

(c) How a 'photoelectric process' transforms a light image into an electrical

.sequence 
in monochrome TV camera ? Explain in detail.

(d) Discuss : Composite video signal.
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3. Answer any two of the following :

(a) which kind of materials is used for optical recording mediums ?
Tellurium Selenium alloy.

(b) write a note on video disc mastering and reprication.

(c) Explain selectavision (RCA) system with front view diagram.

(d) Compare different types of video disc systems.

20

4. Answer the following in a sentence or two

(l) What is a loudspeaker

(2) What is a baffle ? Give brief classification of it.

(3) Where ribbon microphones are used ?

(4) A woofer has a cross-over frequency of 1000 Hz. If resistance of the woofer is
l5 ohms, find the value of L for cross_over circuit.

(5) what is aspect ratio ? For HD TV system aspect ratio is kept as

(6) Write the full form of NTSC.

o what is persistence of vision ? In cinema and television how it is used ?

(8) Define : Critical Flicker Frequency.

(9) Write the tull form of LASER.

(10) Which are the faotors that made semiconductor laser to be ideal for use in
optical information processing systenis ?

Explain use of

value.
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